Total Installed Cost Advantages
A detailed look at how All-Indoor Solutions save time and money

Unique Solutions for All-Indoor HVAC Projects

THE UNITED COOLAIR DIFFERENCE
We Are an Environmental Control Provider
Since 1988, United CoolAir has been producing a
broad variety of unique air conditioning products
for the commercial building market. What makes
them unique? One simple design philosophy – all
major system components are located indoors. This
is certainly a major departure from today’s common
rooftop, mini-split, variable refrigerant flow, or conventional outdoor condenser or chiller system designs.
For most new construction projects, these types of
systems are chosen every day.
The All-Indoor concept is a departure from traditional designs but it has begun to find broad
application in the evolving commercial building marketplace. While there are unique applications for the
All-Indoor product in the new construction market, its
real advantages are most prominently recognized in
retrofit and replacement applications. The primary
advantages are the cost-saving opportunities that are
spread over many elements of both the initial installation and over the longer-term ownership.
Renovation projects often include challenges. New
uses for areas not originally designed for air conditioning may require some real design innovation.
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Where do I place units? Is there a space where I can
locate an outdoor condenser or chiller? Can I install
a product on the roof? Often, traditional systems
are used in compromising fashion to meet such
challenges. The costs for accommodating these commodity-type systems cannot be overlooked.
Replacement projects can be still more challenging. The aging building population has now spawned
a large and growing market for the replacement of
traditional indoor vertical VAV system that are 30 to 40
years in age which were installed during building construction. How do I get these very large older systems
out of the building? Even more challenging, how do I
get new systems into the building? Are these systems
the proper replacements or a compromise in design?
Both renovation and replacement projects can be
costly. Product first cost is the deciding factor in
system selection most of the time. On the other hand,
without question, the real bottom line is the Total
Installed Cost. This brochure is designed to highlight
the cost-saving advantages offered by United CoolAir
through their All-Indoor design approach.

Providing Unique Solutions for Challenging
HVAC Projects
Flexible Features Separate United CoolAir from the Rest
•
•
•
•
•
•

Units designed with flexibility in mind
Tailored to meet specific job requirements
Optimizes valuable floor space
Water-Cooled, Air-Cooled and Heat Pump configurations
Multiple heat rejection options
Environmentally-friendly green refrigerant R-410a

Quality Units Built-to-Order
• Functional tests are conducted on every unit
• Use of readily available off-the-shelf components simplifies maintenance
• Limited warranty, one (1) year on parts and five (5) years on compressors

Avoid Requirements that Lead to Extra Expense
Expensive Equipment, Rigging or Permits

Equipment Damage Due to Weather

Roofcurbs or Roof Penetration

Possibility of Theft or Vandalism

Field Piping, Brazing, Evacuation or Charging

Field Testing of Installed Product

Excessive Downtime when Replacing Old
Systems

Outdoor Servicing of Product

Sectional shipments accelerate installation and can be
installed off-hours or weekends.

Outdoor/premium service expense in extreme weather
completely eliminated, improving reliability while removing
roof safety issues.

Architectural Damage to Building

Major Ductwork or Electrical Modifications

Our units fit thru standard doors, hallways & elevators
eliminating crane rentals, rigging crews & permits.

Removes expensive curb equipment & installation labor cost
reducing possible roof water damage.

Factory charged & utilizing Resealable Refrigerant Fittings
speeds installation & commissioning.

Eliminates expenses for code approvals and minimizes any
type of building alteration.

All indoor installation avoids premature replacement costs &
downtime due to weather damage.

Eliminates expensive repairs & replacements due to theft &
vandalism enhancing building security.

Minimizes field-testing as units are tested prior to shipment
reducing labor and expediting installation.

Units ordered to closely match existing duct and utility
locations leading to saving labor and time.

No Compromise in Performance with Built-to- Exterior Condensing System
Order Design
Eliminates rooftop & pad installation space & cost.
Built to exact requirements with extensive list of
configurations and over 100 options.
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1. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“How can I avoid expensive
equipment rigging and
installation permits?”

2. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“Do I have to use roofcurbs and
install the units on the roof?
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OUR SOLUTION:
Whether it’s a replacement or a new installation, getting
large air conditioning systems into equipment rooms can
be a difficult and costly proposition. The cost of cranes
or special rigging, the staging of multiple systems during
installation, the scheduling of subcontractors, and the
need for special permits can all add substantially to
project total installed cost. United CoolAir can eliminate
and simplify these tasks since systems are shipped in
modules that fit through 36” doors and can be easily
transported through hallways and lifted in building
elevators.

OUR SOLUTION:
Rooftop air conditioners are popular but roofcurbs
are not. The All-Indoor concept eliminates the cost of
roofcurbs and their installation. It also eliminates roof
penetrations and the possibility of future leaks which can
lead to extensive interior space damage. Moreover, since
nothing goes on the roof, there is no need for the rigging
associated with rooftop system placement. Safety issues
associated with roof installations are also eliminated.

3. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“I wish it didn’t cost extra
to field test and charge the
units once we receive them.”

4. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“There is going to be so
much downtime when we
replace these old systems.”

OUR SOLUTION:
All United CoolAir systems are factory evacuated, charged,
leak tested and functionally operated prior to shipment.
Resealable refrigerant fittings allow major system
refrigerant components or modules to be separated for
installation and easily connected once inside the building
without losing their charge. There is no need for costly
field assembly or system charging and installation and
commissioning are greatly simplified.

OUR SOLUTION:
When replacements are needed in occupied buildings,
tenant downtime or business disruption is of great
concern. United CoolAir products have been designed in
a modular concept to minimize this concern. Sectional
shipments accelerate installation, modules fit through
standard doorways and into elevators, modules are
connected with Resealable refrigerant fittings and
start-up is quick and easy. Installation can be made during
off-hours or on weekends without business disruption.
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5. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“Is there a way to install a unit
without damaging the beautiful
architecture of this building?”

6. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“I wish we could order a
system that was built exactly
how we wanted without
having to compromise.”
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OUR SOLUTION:
Replacements and renovations often occur in older
buildings due to aging equipment or because of
re-purposing spaces. In many cases, these structures
have decorative or steep sloping roofs which prohibit
the use of rooftop units. Outside space for condensing
units or chillers simply may not be available. The modular
design of United CoolAir products eliminates the need to
remove windows or doors or to create building openings.
The complete integrity of the existing building can be
maintained since all components are indoors and they
can be easily moved to their location through doors and
hallways.

OUR SOLUTION:
Most air conditioning systems are pre-designed for
specific capacities. The user then selects the unit closest
to the actual required air conditioning load. But this
“compromise” in capacity can be either short on actual
needed capacity or oversized with a result in long-term
energy waste. United CoolAir systems are designed for
the exact capacity and performance desired and, with
an extensive list of options and configurations, can meet
exactly the requirements that are desired.

7. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“How do I avoid weather
damage to the equipment?”

8. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“There have been so many
cases of people stealing copper
and vandalizing systems. I hope
that doesn’t happen to ours.”

OUR SOLUTION:
Inclement weather has resulted in the partial damage or
complete destruction of many rooftop air conditioners
and outside condensing units and chillers. United CoolAir
can’t control the weather, but can provide protection
against the elements due to its All-Indoor designs.
Weather-related downtime, premature wear due to the
elements and the need for servicing outdoor units in the
winter are all eliminated.

OUR SOLUTION:
A growing concern over theft and vandalism of outdoor
air conditioners has resulted in the development and
marketing of a large variety of products aimed at curbing
such occurrences. Often it is the copper and steel content
of units that are the prime targets for thieves. Cages of
all types and even sophisticated electronic alarms have
been used to stop the vandals but there is a better way
to overcome these potential losses. All-Indoor systems
completely prevent expensive repairs and equipment
replacements since there are no outdoor components to
entice such dangerous behavior.
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9. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“It would be nice if we didn’t
have to field test the unit.”

10. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“It’s dangerous to service
the systems that are up
on the roof when there
is inclement weather.”
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OUR SOLUTION:
Many systems that are modular in design ship in sections.
Each section may have been tested individually prior
to shipment but are then separated and shipped to the
job with only a nitrogen holding charge. This requires
on-site brazing, evacuation, leak-testing and charging
prior to start-up. This work is often done in tight spaces
using open torches – conditions that do not foster quality
workmanship. All United CoolAir systems are factory
assembled, charged and tested prior to shipment and,
when components are separated for installation, they are
then reassembled with Resealable refrigerant fittings.
The charge is not lost and the integrity of the refrigerant
circuits are preserved. Installation is faster, of higher
quality and commissioning is simple and reliable.

OUR SOLUTION:
Routine product maintenance and periodic repair are
necessary to keep any air conditioning system running
reliably and efficiently. With United CoolAir’s All-Indoor
product designs, service and maintenance are done
indoors without the hassle of weather or the inherent
danger of working on roofs. Product designs also allow
important diagnostics to be performed while units are
running.

11. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“Major ductwork and
electrical modifications are
going to need to be done.”

12. YOUR CHALLENGE:
“I wish we didn’t have
to purchase an exterior
condensing section.”

OUR SOLUTION:
Retrofits and replacements can be more difficult and more
costly when major ductwork changes are required and
the availability of electrical and water services just don’t
match up with the replacement equipment connections.
United CoolAir modular units are truly “replacement
friendly” in that units are ordered and designed to closely
match existing ductwork and utility locations thereby
minimizing labor and material costs associated with
reconnection. Major sections can even be separated by as
many as 200 foot distances in order to make maximum
use of available space.

OUR SOLUTION:
Outdoor condensing units are common today and they
show up on rooftops, adjacent to all types of structures,
even along narrow spaces between buildings. They may
require roof structural supports, concrete pads, sound
attenuators, security cages, specialized filtration and
other considerations (aesthetics) that can prove to be
hidden costs not considered when the purchase decision
was made. United CoolAir’s All-Indoor design completely
eliminates the need for outdoor condensing units
and provides the ultimate solution to the main issues
associated with outdoor condensing units.
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Modular Indoor Systems for Effective Environmental Control

EmblemHealth Chose the VariCool EZ-Fit System for a
Successful Replacement Project
United CoolAir was hired for a project at an EmblemHealth facility located in Manhattan, NY. The building
was erected in the early 1970’s and the mechanical
systems have been running for since 1988. The air
conditioning system had to be replaced quickly with
the least amount of disruption to the patients, service
providers and staff.
The EmblemHealth building had four existing units
spread out from the basement, main floor and at
an upper level. Sizes ranged up to 45 tons and the
replacement units would need to be the same size.
Many of the systems were installed during the building
construction when access was not an issue. It is generally not a problem to remove the old air conditioning
system because the units are disassembled and
scrapped, but installing the new units can be tricky.
This is where we came in to help.
Our distributor, MWSK Equipment, was hired for
this project and Fredi Taruc, Sales Engineer at MWSK,
immediately thought of United CoolAir’s VariCool
EZ-Fit system as the best option for the replacement.
Regardless of the entry method, the installation
cost can easily exceed the equipment cost when you
measure man hours, permits and special equipment
necessary to complete the job. There’s the additional
time needed for demolition, installation and final
commissioning.
“Often the HVAC contractor has to do a lot of preparation work in order to fit a system through small
passageways. Larger units may have to be raised by
crane to upper floors and require rigging, permits
and building modification. If they take it through the

Left to Right: Joe Ptak,
Chief Engineer for EmblemHealth and Fredi Taruc,
Sales Engineer at MWSK
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building, the unit may have to be delivered partially
disassemble and reassembled on site, or walls and
doorways opened to allow access,”said Taruc.
EmblemHealth needed to get the replacement units
in quickly and with as little building modification as
possible.
Unlike most commercial buildings, healthcare
facilities are generally active 24 hours each day. The
retrofit was scheduled for two weekends with two units
replaced each weekend. John McBride, Design Engineer
for JFK & M Consulting Group made sure the replacement work would not interrupt the facility’s busy
weekend schedule.
“The old equipment was removed on a Friday and the
replacement units were brought in with minimal interference with the hospital’s operations. The modular
sections were quickly reassembled and connected to
the existing hookups. Since the units were pre-charged
at the factory, brazing, evacuation and charging in the
field were eliminated saving many hours of valuable
labor. The units were operational by Monday morning
at the start of the new week,” said McBride.
This came as no surprise to Joe Ptak, Chief Building
Engineer for EmblemHealth, who was first introduced
to United CoolAir air conditioning systems. The initial
units were installed in his building and he has been
very satisfied.
“I was very pleased with the performance of their
units then and I recommend using United CoolAir
systems for all the other EmblemHealth mechanical
system replacements,” said Ptak.

The VariCool EZ-Fit unit
that was installed

A C13-Series Installation

A Splittable Air Conditioning System Provides a Solution to a
Spacing Challenge
The existing air conditioning units in the elevator machine room of a Police Department needed
to be replaced. There was not a lot of space in the
room and there were many interferences from other
components.
A United CoolAir distributor worked with the engineering firm and contractors on this project and they
all decided that UCA’s C13-Series horizontal air-cooled
split system would be the best installation choice. It
met the capacity of the existing units while being able
to fit into the space that was available. In addition,
the new units provided better efficiency.

This project utilized a splittable design of the C13-Series allowing for easier installation and flexibility. The
evaporator and condensing sections can be in different locations up to 100 equivalent feet away. Locating
the evaporator section closer to the conditioned space
minimizes duct work and reduces cooling loss for more
efficient operation. Additionally, locating the condensing section near an outside wall or other suitable
location reduces heat gain back to the space while
reducing the cost of long duct runs.

Horizontal Split System
] 2 to 10 Tons
] Horizontal Self-Contained or Split
Systems
] Air-Cooled, Water-Cooled, Chilled
Water, Water Source Heat Pump, Air
Source Heat Pump

Not to scale. For illustrative purposes only.
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Modular Indoor Systems for Effective Environmental Control

VertiCool™ Aurora
Vertical, 3 - 35 Tons

Portable Cooling and
Heating Units
3-30 Tons

VariCool® Renovator
42 – 80 Tons

C13-Series Horizontal
2 - 10 Tons

VariCool® EZ-Fit
VAV, 12 - 90 Tons

C-Series Horizontal
1 - 15 Tons

Special Configuration
Engineered to Order

Authorized Representative:

Alpha Aire Horizontal & Vertical
100 – 500 CFM

OmegaAir™ Horizontal & Vertical
100% Outside Air
150 – 3000 CFM

LIMITED WARRANTY

United CoolAir Units are backed by a 1 year limited warranty on parts
and a 5 year limited warranty on the compressor (labor not included).
Maintenance items such as filters and belts are excluded under this
limited warranty.

FACTORY TESTED

All units are functionally run tested before shipment to ensure a
trouble-free start-up and unit commissioning. Industry proven components are used throughout to enhance system reliability and peace of
mind.
Scan to learn more
about all of our
products!
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